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SUMMARY 
An exploratory investlgatton to obtain a survey of the flying 
characteristics at low speeds of lIDdels with low-aspect-ratio delta 
wings has been conducted In :.he Langley free-flight tunnel. Four 
models having triangulfir plfiO-form wings wi th 530 , 630 , 760 , snd 
830 sweepback and five models having these same wings with the tips 
cut off to give ~aper ratios o~ 0.5 or 0.2 were used In this 
i nves tt ga t I on. 
It was found that the stability and control characteristics of 
the models with 530 or 630 sveepback and aspect ratios o~ 2 or 3 
were fairly good. The power-<)ff glide angles, however, were very 
steep at high 11f~ coefficients. The flight characteristics of the 
mo~els with 76° or 830 sweepback or aspect ratios of 1 or less ware 
unsatisfactory because of unstable rolling oscillations at hIgh lif~ 
coefficients or because of excessive changes in static longitudinal 
stability over the lif~ range. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent research has indicated that increases in sweepback will 
increase the critIcal speed of a wIng and thereby increase the speed 
at which compressibility effects may cause a pronounced drag rise or 
stablltty troublAs. Below the speeds at whIch compressibility effects 
occur, however, the use of sweepback has introduced new stability 
problema In the hIgh lift-coefficient range. It has been shown tn 
references 1 and 2 that, in o~er to have satisfactory longitudinal 
stability at htgh lift coefficIents with a sweptback wing, it is 
necessary to have low aspect ratio, but the l~-aspect-ratio sweptback 
wings generally have high effective dihedral at hIgh lif~ coefficients 
and are thtlS subject to poor Dutch roll stability. An investigation 
of the low-speed aerodynandc characteristics of l~-aspect-ratio wings, 
reference 3, indicated that some delta wIngs (wings having roughly 
triangular plan form with a sweptback leading edge and straight 
trailing edge) might have fairly good l~-epeed stability charac-
teristics. Some unpublished results on measurements of the drag of 
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small models at supersonic speeds have indicated that the drag of delta 
wings might be lower than that of constant-chord sweptback wings for 
sweep angles less than 650 • The delta wing also seems to have S01m 
structural advantage over the constant-chord sweptback wing. In 
general, therefore, delta wings seem to deserve some consideration 
for use on high-speed airplanes. 
Although the static stability characteristics of the delta wings 
presented in reference 3 indicated that some of the wings might have 
reasonably good flight behaVior, the damping-in-roll derivatives were 
out of the normal range and some of the other stability derivatives 
were not known. Hence accurate estimates of the flight behavior could 
not °be made. An investigation has been made in the Langley free-flight 
tunnel, therefore, to study the flying characteristics of some m:>dels 
with low-aspect-ratio delta wing~. This investigation was of an 
exploratory nature and was intended only to provide a prel1m:1.nary survey 
of the flying characteristics of delta wings over a range of sweep 
angles to determ:1.ne whether a detail study of delta wings is justified. 
Four triangular wings having a range of sweep angles between 530 
and 830 were tested, and each of these wings was also tested with the 
wing tips cut off to give a taper ratio of 0.5. The 530 swept wing 
was also tested with a taper ratio of 0.2. Inasmuch as these teats 
were exploratory, the m:>dels were tested as simple flying wings with a 
vertical tail but wlth no horizontal tailor fuselage. 
SYMBOLS 
w weight of model, pounds 
S wing area; square f ee t 
vertical tail area, square feet 
'0 wing span, feet 
-c wing mean aerodynamic ,::hord., feet 
v airspeed, feet per second 
q dynam:1.c pressure, pounds per square foot (~V2) 
A aspect ratio (b:) 
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A sweepback of leading edge, degrees 
taper ratio (Tip Chord) \Root chord 
kX radius of gyration of model about principal longitudinal 
axie of inertia, feet 
ky radius of gyration of model about principal lateral axle 
of inertia, feet 
kZ radius of gyration of model about principal normal axie 
of inertia, feet 
p rolling angular velocity, radians per second 
p mass density of air, slug per cubic foot 
~ angle of attack, degrees 
~ angle of sideslip, degrees 
T 
elevon deflection, degrees, subscripts r and I denote 
right and left elevon deflection, respectively 
inclination of principal longitudinal axis of inertia 
relative to longitudinal body axis, degrees, positive 
when forward end of principal axis is above longitudinal 
body axis 
lift coefficient (L~~~ 
drag coefficient ( Drqsag) 
( Lateral force\ lateral-force coefficient qS / 
( Pi tching m:»mnt) pitching-moment coefficient _ qSc 
( Rolling m:>loont) rolling-moment coefficient qSb 
(
YaWIng lOOment\ 
yawlng-moment coefficient qSb j 
3 
4 
CLmax 
C~ 
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maximum lift coefficient 
change of rolling-moment coefficient produced by elevons 
as ailerons 
change of yawing-moment coefficient produced by elevons 
as ailerons 
rate of change 
sideslip in 
rate. of change 
sideslip in 
rate of change 
sideslip in 
of lateral-force coefficient with angle of 
degrees (~X) 
of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of 
degrees (~ i) 
of yawing-moment coefficient with angle of 
degrees (~n) 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with rolling 
veloci ty factor in radians ~~D 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The present investigation consisted of tests in the Langley free-
flight tunnel, which is described in reference 4, to determine the 
stability and control characteris tics of each of the nine models shown 
in figures 1 to 9. The models were simple flying-wIng m:::>dels with a 
vertical tail at the trailing edge of the wing but with no fuselage or 
horizontal tail. The airfoil used on the wings was a flatr-plate type, 
a sketch of which is shown in figure 10. This airfoil was use~ because 
it was simple to build and because, at low scale, the aerodynamic 
characterIstics of delta wings have been found to be virtually independ-
ent of the airfoil section. This characteristic was indicated by 
comparison of the delta-wIng data from reference 3 with some unpublished 
German data on a similar series of delta wings with NACA 0012 profiles 
and with some unpublished data on a 600 sweptback delta wing with an 
NACA 0015-64 airfoil. 
The control surfaces were constant-chord plain flaps at the 
trailing edge of the wing. These surfaces were of the type generally 
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called elevons; that is, the two surfaces were deflected up and down 
together to serve as elevators and were deflected differentially to 
serve as ailerons. 
5 
The vertical tails used on the models varied in size but were 
geometrically similar having an aspect ratio of 2, taper ratio of 0.5, 
and no sweep of the 0.5 chord line. The vertical tail arrangements 
used on each of the models are illustrated in figures 1 to 9. These 
arrangements consisted of a single tail in the plane of symmetry on 
all of the nx:>dels except nx:>d.el 2. This model was the first one tested 
and used a single tail in the plane of symmetry or tvo of these tails 
at the wing tips which doubled the tail area. Model 2 was the only 
one equipped with a movable rudder. 
Inasmuch as the present investigation vas of an exploratory nature 
and there was no precedent to indicate what mass characteristics the 
models should have, the models were simply ballasted to obtain either 
of the tvo center-of-gravity positions which were used during the tests. 
No attempt to adjust the weight or nx:>ments of i~ertia was made. The 
mass characteristics of the models, given in figures 1 to 9, were 
measured when the models were ballasted for the rearward of the two 
center-of-gravity positions which were used during the tests. This 
rearward center-of-gravity position is shown on the figures. 
Photographs of two of the nx:>dels flying in the test section of 
the Langley fre&-flight tunnel are shown as figur~ 11. 
Each of the nx:>dels was flight-tested over as wide a range of 
lift coefficient as possible with two center-of-gravity positions and 
with various vertical tail arrangements in order to determine quali-
tatively the stability and control characteristics and the general 
flight behavior. General flight behavior is the term used to describe 
the over-all flying characteristics of a nx:>del and indicates the ease 
with which the nx:>del can be flown, both for straight and level flight 
and for performance of the mild maneuvers possible in the Langley 
free-flight tunnel. Any abnormal characteristics of the nx:>del are 
generally judged as unsatisfactory general flight behavior, inasmuch 
as they are disconcerting to the free-flight-tunnel pilots •. In 
effect, then, the general flight behavior is much the same 8.13 the 
pilot's opinion or "feel" of an airplane and indicates whether 
stability and controllability are properly proportioned. 
All the flight tests were made in power-off gliding flight. 
The range of lift coefficient which could be covered in flight tests 
was limited by the maximum speed of the tunnel which determined the 
lowes,t possible lift coefficient. The highest lift coefficient was 
L-______ ~ ___________ ~ __ _ ___ _ _ 
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determined by the stall, by maximum glide angle of the tunnel, or by 
poor flying characteristics. The two center-of-gravity positions 
corresponded to approximately 0.05 an.! 0.10 sta tic margin at mderate 
lift coefficients (CL ~ 0.6). 
Force tests of each of the models were made to deterndne the 
static sta.bili t y and control characteristics over the entire speed 
range. All of the forces and ll".oments were rreasured with reference to 
t he etE.bill t y axes whj ch are shown in figure 12 and. to the rearward 
center~f-gr8.vi t,y positions which are shown in figures 1 to 9. The 
values of the stability derivatives Cy~, Cl~, and Cn~ wer-e 
determined fro~ force tests made at angles of yaw of 50 and _50. 
All the force tests were made at a dynandc pressure of 3.0 pounds per 
square foot which gave values of Reynolds number from 402,000 
to 1,156,000 based on the mean aerodynandc chords of the wings. 
Tests were made to determIne t he damping-in-roll parameter C 2 
P 
for models h and 5 by the method described in reference 5. The 
values of C1 for the other models were available and were taken p 
from reference 3. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Interpretation of Results 
The results of the force tests of some of the wings tested have 
been compared with some unpublished data on a delta wing having 
600 sweepback which was tested in the Langley full-scale turulel. 
The full-scale wing had a sharp leading edge which tended to produce 
the same type of flow as that encountered at low Bcale. Good agree-
ment was obtained between t he lift, drag, ant static stability 
characteristics of t he low-scale models and. the full-scale wing wi th 
a sharp leading edge. The results of the present low-ecale flight 
tests of delta wings, therefore, should give a fairly good indication 
of the flight characteristics to be expected of full-acale delta 
wings having sharp leading edges and similar mass characteristics. 
The sharp leading edge on the full-scale wing, incidentally, gave 
higher maximum lift values t han were obtained with a round leading 
edge. ThUB it appears that the free-flight-tunnel models simulate 
the more practical case. 
The effects of changes in t he mass characteristics on t he 
flying characteris tic s of these delta-wing models were not determined. 
Some unpublished data from free-flight.-=tunnel tests of heavier 
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delta-wing models have indicated that increases in wing loading of 
two times and increases in moments of inertia of about four times do 
not have an appreciable effect on flying characteristics. 
Presentation of Results 
The results of the force tests and damping-in-roll tests of the 
nine models are presented in figures 1 to 9 where all of the measured 
aerodynamic characteristics of a model are presented in the same 
figure. These figures are placed in the body of the paper along 
with the results and discussion so that the complete results (force 
and flight) for each model may be presented together. The results of 
the tests are also summarized briefly in table I in order to facili-
tate a comparison of the models. 1~is type of presentation has been 
used because it appeared that the tests did not cover enough configu-
rations to justify many general conclusions regarding the effects of 
sweep and aspect ratio on the flying characteristics of delta wings. 
Inasmuch as the tests were made with such simplified models, it doeS 
not appear that predictions of the flying characteristics of fUll-
scale delta-wing airplanes are justified at the present time. No 
attempt has been made, therefore, to interpret the model results in 
terms of fUll-scale characteristics. 
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Figure 1 . - Aerodynamio characteristio s of model 1 . 
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Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability and control 
characteristics of the model, with either center-of-gravity position, were fairly 
good over the speed range covered in the flight tests (CL = 0.20 to 0.81). The' 
model was not flown at the stall; however, the force tests indicated that the 
long! tudinal stability at the stall would be satisfactory. There was, however, 
some difficulty in establishing trim conditions and flying the models in the 
free-flight tunnel. This difficulty may be due in part to unsteadiness of the 
flow over the wing. Smoke-flow tests on a delta wing in the Langley fUll-ecale 
tunnel have shown that the air going over the wing separates from the surface at 
the leading edge of the wing and forms two large vortices which rotate downward 
at the center of the nndel and upward at the wing tips. This same type of flow 
-:,as observed in flight tests of one of the free-flightr-tunnel models vi th streamers 
of string attached to the upper surface of the wing. 
The principal cause of the difficulty in flying this model, however, was 
apparently the large variation of drag with lift which is generally a character-
istic of low-flspect-ratio swept wings and is shown by the force-test results. 
This large variation of drag vi th lift caused large variations of glide angle 
with lift coefficient since the trim glide angle is a function of the drag-lift 
ratio. The minimum glide angle occurred at a fairly low· lift coefficient 
(CL ~ 0.3) for the model instead. of near the stall as wi th conventional nndels. 
The response of the model to the elevator control was normal when the model was 
trimmed to fly at lift coeffiCients below that corresponding to the minimum glide 
angle. That is, deflecting the elevator downward increased the glide angle and 
deflecting the elevator upward decreased the glide angle. When the model was 
trimmed to fly at lift coefficients above that corresponding to the minimum 
glide angle, however, the response of the model to the elevator was not normal. 
Deflecting the elevator downward caused the glide angle to become steeper for a 
short time until the speed of the model increased and approached the new t rim 
speed. The glide angle then became flatter as the model approached the new trim 
condi tion. The opposite dynamic behavior followed an upward elevator deflection; 
that is, the glide angle at first was flatter and then became steeper as the new 
trim condition was approached. 
Lateral stabill ty and control.- The lateral stabili ty and control character-
istics of the model were good over the speed range covered in the flight tests. 
The force testa indicate that the effective dihedral as measured by the 
parameter -C La was slightly negative at the stall. The model was not flown at 
the stall but experience vi th conventional models (reference 6) has indicated 
that a small amount of negative effective dihedral is not particularly 
objectionable. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the model was 
fairly good. The only difficulty which was encountered was caused by the unusual 
effect of elevator control on glide angle which previously has been descri bed. 
At times this characteristic was very troublesome to the pilot because of the 
difficulty it caused in determining which direction to move the elevator to cause 
the model to nnve up or down vi thin the tunnel. A brief deflec t ion of the elevator 
caused one effect whereas holding that deflection caused the opposite effect. The 
significance of this response to the elevator for the pilot of the full-ecale 
airplane has not been definitely determined, but NACA pilots believed that this 
behavior would be objectionable. 
With no vertical tail, the model could be flown at high lift coefficients 
although the general flight behavior was poor because of insufficient directional 
stability. At low lift coefficients without a vertical tail, however, the 
directional stability was so low that no flights were possible. 
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Longitudinal stability and control .- The longitudinal stability and control 
characteristics of the model, with either center-of~avity position, were fairly 
good over the entire speed range (CL = 0.15 to 0.84). The same objectionable 
variation of glide angle with lift coefficient was encountered, however, as was 
encountered with model 1. These characteristics are discussed in detail for 
model 1. 
When the center of gravity was in the rearward position, a maximum 11ft 
coefficient of 0.84 was obtained with -90 elevon deflection. Increasing the 
upward elevon deflection above -90 resulted in a decrease in lift coefficient 
until the stall was reached with -320 elevon deflection. This unusual behavior 
is indicated by the pitching-moment curves from the force tests and is a 
characteristic of the tailless configuration which was tested. The longitudinal 
stability of the model at the stall was considered satisfactory. 
Lateral stability and control.- The lateral stability of the model, with 
either vertical tail arrangement, waS good over the entire speed range and 
apparently increased with increasing lift coefficient. The directional insta-
bility at the stall shown by the force tests for the confiBMTation with the 
small tail was not encountered in the flight tests. Apparently deflecting the 
elevons upward for longitudinal trim caused an increase in the directional 
stability at the stall. 
The lateral control characteristics of the model were good over the speed 
range between lift coefficients of 0.15 and 0.84 when the elevons alone were 
used for control. As the elevon angle was increased above that required for 
maximum lift, however, the effectiveness of the elevons in controlling the model 
was reduced until at the stall the elevons were virtually ineffective. When the 
rudder was used as the sole lateral control,the model could be flown at low and 
moderate lift coefficients but could not be flown at high lift coefficients 
because there was insufficient dihedral effect to roll the model. The force 
tests show this drop in effective dihedral at high lift coefficients. 
The flying characteristics of this model indicated that it was unnecessary 
to use the rudder when the elevons were used to roll the delta-wing model because 
there was no apparent adverse yawing in a roll with the elevons alone. This 
characteristic may be attributed to the favorable yawing moment due to elevon 
deflection at low lift coefficients shown by the force tests and to favorable 
yawing moments due to rolling at high 11ft coefficients. It is shown in 
reference 7 that highly swept wings have favorable yawing moments due to 
rolling at moderate and high lift coefficients. 
General fliRht behavior.- The general flight behavior of the model was 
fairly good with either center-of-gravity position or vertical tail arrangement. 
The unusual variation of glide angle with lift coefficient caused the same 
difficulty that was Bxperienced with model 1 . 
The reduction in the rolling effectiveness of the elevons with increasing 
angles of attack above that required for maximum lift was partially compensated 
by the increase in lateral stability, so that the model could be flown steadily 
although it was not very maneuverable. The model could not be flown at the 
stall, however, because the elevons were virtually ineffective for rolling the 
model so that the mild roll off at the stall could not be controlled. 
With no vertical tail the model could be flown satisfactorily at high 
lifts, but at low 11ft coefficients the general fl1"ght behavior was unsatisfactory 
for the tail-off configuration because of insufficient directional stability. 
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Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability and control 
characteristics of the model were unsatisfactory because of an excessive 
variation of static longitudinal stability with lift coefficient. This 
variation is indicated by the pitching-moment data from the force tests which 
show a change in static margin dCm/dCL of about 0.2 over the range of lift 
coefficient. When the center of gravity of the model was in the rearward 
position the longitudinal stability was unsatisfactory at low lift coefficients 
because of low static lonsitudinal stability. The static longitudinal stability 
increased with increasing lift coefficient, however, and the .longitudinal 
stability was satisfactory at moderate and high lift coefficients. When the 
center of gravity was in the forward position the model had sufficient static 
longitudinal stability at low lift coefficients, but because of the increase 
in static stability with increasing lift coefficient, the elevons :could not 
trim out the large pitching moments at high lift coefficients and could not 
trim the model to lift coefficients above a value of about 0.75. 
In addition to these longitudinal stability and control troubles the 
variation of glide angle with lift coefficient caused the same difficulties 
as were encountered with model 1. These difficulties are discussed in detail 
f'or model 1. 
The lOOdel was not flown at the stall, but the force-test data indicate 
that it was statically stable at the stall. 
Lateral stability and control.- The lOOdel, with e.ither vertical tail, 
had gpod lateral stability over the speed range covered in the flight tests 
(CL = 0.21 to 0.83), and the stability of the lateral oscillations appeared 
to increase with increasing lift coefficient. 
The lat~ral control characteristics were good at lift coefficients below 
a value of 0.70. At higher 11ft coefficients, however, the response of the 
lOOdel to the controls was weak. This weakness might be a ttri buted partly to 
the large adverse yawing lOOments (fig. 3) caused by the short-epan,wlde-chord 
elevons used on this model. The adverse yawing due to elevons and the high 
effecti ve dihedral of this model evidently caused large rolling moments which 
opposed the elevon rollIng lOOments at high 11ft coefficients and thus reduced 
the rolling effectiveness of the elevons. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the model was 
unsatisfactory because of the excessive variation of static longitudinal 
stability with 11ft coefficient. This variation caused the model to have 
unsatisfactory longitudinal stability at lov 11ft coefficients when the 
center of gravity was in the rearward position or caused the elevons to be 
inadequate for trimming to high lift coefficients when the center of gravity 
was in the forward position. Although some intermediate center of gravity 
might give satisfactory flight behavior over the entire speed range, this 
plan form does not seem to be practical for tailless airplanes because of the 
limited allovable center-of-gravity movement. 
The lateral flight behavior was good at lift coefficients belov 0.70 but 
vas only fair at higher lift coefficients because of the decrease in the 
effectiveness of the l~teral controls. 
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Model 4 
Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of the model, wIth either center-of-gravity 
position, were fOQUd to be fairly good over the entire speed range (CL = 0.10 to 1.06). The only undesirable longitudinal characteristic 
was the unusual response of the model glide angle to elev~tor 
deflection. This characteristic has been discussed in detail for 
model 1 which had the same type of behavior. Model 4 was flown at 
the stall, and its longitudinal stability and control characteristic3 
in this condition were considered fairly satisfactory inasmuch as the 
model was stable and recoveries could generally be made from the 
stalled condition by means of the elevons. 
Lateral stablli ty an,i control.- The lateral stability of the 
model, with either vertical tail, was fairly good oVer the entire 
speed range. Altho~ there w~s a notic~able reduction in stability 
wIth increasing lift coefficient, the lateral stability appeared to 
be satisfactory for the controls-fixed case. At times, l1owever, when 
there W~8 play in the elevon control system, a small-amplitude, steady 
rolling os.cillatlon was evident at lift coefficients above a value of 
about 0.70. 
The lateral control characteristics of the model were good at 
lift c·::>efficients below a value of 0.75 . At higher lift coefficients, 
however, there was noticeable decrease in the effectiveness of the 
c.::>ntrols as the lift coefficient w~s increased. At the stall the 
effectiveness of the elevons for rolling the model was too low to 
be satisfactory'. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the 
model was fairly good. In spite of the fact that the lateral 
s tabili ty ani control effec ti veness decreased wl t h increasing lift 
coeffiCient, the model w~s easy to fly at high lift coefficients. 
It was quite steady at high lift coefficients although it was not 
as rnaneaverable as mtght have been ,iesire,i. There were two obJection-
able points about the flight behavior, however, which should be 
pointe,i out. The unusual response of the moiel glide angle to 
elevator deflection caused some difficulty, and the low rolling 
effectiveness of theelevons at the stall was definitely objectionable 
be~ause the model co~ld not always be controlled in a stall although 
the roll-off w~s very slow. 
The general flight behavior of the model was poor when it was 
flown without a vertic~l tail because of high iihedral effect ani 
low directional stability. Tnis co~bin~tlon of factors caused 
excessive yawing so that the rolling moments due to sideslip often 
overpowered.. th:)se 'iue to the elevons. 
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Model 5 
Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability and control 
characteristics of the model were unsatisfactory because of excessive changes 
in static stability. This same difficulty was encountered with model 3 and is 
discussed in detail for that model. In addition to this longitudinal stability 
and control trouble, the unusual variation of glide angle with lift coefficient 
caused the same difficulties as were encountered with model 1. These diffi-
culties are discussed in detail for model 1. Model 5 was not flown at the 
stall, but the force-test data indicated that the static longitudinal stability 
at the stall was satisfactory. 
Lateral stability and control.- The model, with either vertical tail, had 
good lateral stability at lift coefficients below 0.7pbut a constant-amplitude 
lateral oscillation was evident at lift coefficients above 0.75. The amplitude 
of this oscillation appeared to increase with increasing lift coefficient to 
an amplitude of about ilOo bank at a lift coefficient of 1.00. These lateral 
oscillations appeared to be almost pure rolling oscillations with no evident 
yawing. The motion, however, was probably the familiar Dutch-roll oscillation 
with the rolling predominating in this case because of the relatively large 
values of effective dihedral and small values of rolling moments of inertia 
and the damping-in-roll par8lllBter Cz • This combination of factors tends to p 
cause large rolling motiona, and the relatively large values of yawing moments 
of inertia and directional stabUi ty tend to suppress the yawj ng motion. The 
lift coefficient at which the rolling oscillation became unstable was approxi-
mately the same as the lift coefficient at whIch the damping in roll Cz 
p 
became unstable (see fig. 5). Thus it appears that the constantr-ampl1 tude 
rolling oscillations and subsequent rolling instability were caused primarily 
by small or unstable values of damping in roll. 
The lateral control characteristics of the model were good over the speed 
range covered In the flight tests (CL = 0.21 to 1.00). There was, however, a 
noticeable reduction tn the rolling effectiveness of the elevons with increasing 
lift coefficient above a value of 0.75. This reduction tn elevon effectiveness 
was evidently caused by the adverse yawing moments due to elevon deflection 
(shown in fig. 5) which caused appreciable rolling momen t s due to sideslip 
to oppose the elevon rolling moments. 
I 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the D10del was 
unsatisfactory for several reasons. The variation of static longitudinal 
stability with lift coefficient caused the model to have unsatisfactory longi-
tudinal stability at low lift coefficients when the center of gravity was in 
the rearward position, or caused large ·pitching moments at high lift coeffi-
cients which could not be trimmed out by the elevons when the center of gravity 
was in the forward posi tion. The unusual response of the model glide angle to 
elevator deflection was objectionable. The constant--eJnpli tude rolling oscil-
lation at lift coeffJcients above a value of 0.75 was definitely objectionable. 
The model responded to the controls, however J and could be flown wi thin the 
confines of the tunnel in spite of the fact that the pilot could not stop the 
rolling oscillation. The constant--eJnplltude, high-frequency rolling 
oscillation was superimposed on the motions due to the controls. 
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Longitudinal stabilitl and control.- The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of the model, vith either center-of-gravity 
position, vere fairly good over the speed range covered in the flight 
tests (CL = 0.23 to 0. 50). The same difficulties in establishing 
trim conditions and flying the model were encountered as were 
encountered with model 1. The model was not flown at the stall, but 
the force-test data shov static longituiinal instability at the stall • 
. Lateral stability and control.- The model had fair lateral 
stability at lift coefficients below 0.32 with either vertical tail. 
A constant-amplitude rolling oscillation similar to that obtained 
with model 5 vas encountered at lift coefficients between 0.32 
and 0.50. At lift coefficients above 0.50 the rolling oscillations 
were unstable and increased in ~litude until the model rolled 
completely over. 
The lateral control characteristics of the model were good over 
the speed range covered in the flight tests. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the 
model vas fair at lift coefficients below 0.32 with either vertical 
tail. At higher lift coefficients the general flight behavior was 
poor. The model could not be flown at lift coefficients above 0.50 
because of the unstable rolling oscillation vhich caused the model 
to roll completely Over out of control. The model could not be 
flown without a vertical tail in spite of the fact that the force 
tests showed a fair amount of directional stability. The effective 
dihedral vas high in proportion to the directional stability and the 
damping in roll was lov. Because of this combination of factors, 
the model vould roll off rapidly when it yawed, and the rolling 
moment due to the sideslip generally overpovered that due to the 
elevons so that the model could not be controlled. 
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Model 7 
Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of the model, with either center-of-gravity 
position, were good over the speed range covered in the flight tests (CL = 0.12 to 0.28). This model was not flown at the stall, but the 
f orce-test data i ndicate static longi tudinal instability at the stall. 
Lateral stability and control.- The model had fair lateral 
stability at lift coefficients below 0.18 with either vertical tail. 
A constant-amplitude rolling oscillation similar to that described 
on model 5 was encountered at lift coefficients between 0.18 
and 0.28. At lift coefficients above 0.28 the rolling oscillations 
were unstable as on model 6. 
The lateral control characteristics were good at lift coefficients 
below 0.24. At higher lift coefficients the lateral control became 
weak. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the 
model was fair at lift coefficient below 0.18 with either vertical 
tail. At higher lift coefficients the general flight behavior was 
poor. The model could not be flown at lift coefficients above 0.28 
because of the unstable rolling oscillation. The model could not be 
flown without a vertical tail because of insufficient directional 
stabi l1 ty. 
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Model 8 
Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of the moiel, with either cente~f-gravity 
position, were good over the speed range covered in the flight tests 
(CL = 0.07 to 0.28). This IlX)del was not flown at the stall, but the 
force-test data indicate static longitudinal instability at the stall. 
Lateral stability and control.- The IlX)del had fair lateral 
stability at lift coefficients below 0.18. A constant-amplitude 
rolling oscillation similar to that of IlX)del 5 was encountered at 
higlier lift coefficients between 0.18 and 0.28. At lift coefficients 
above 0.28 the rolling oscillations were unstable as on model 6. 
The lateral control characteristics were good at lift 
coefficients below 0.24. At higher lift coefficients the lateral 
control became weak. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the 
model was fair at lift coefficients below 0.18. At higher lift 
coefficients the general flight behavior was poor. The model could 
not be flown at lift coefficients above 0.28 because the rolling 
oscillation was unstable. 
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Model 9 
Longitudinal stability and control.- The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of the model, with either center-of-gravity 
p'osition, were good over the speed range covered in the flight tests 
(CL = 0.12 to 0.20). This model was not flown at the stall, but the 
force-test data indicate static longitudinal instability at the stall. 
Lateral stability and control.- The model was laterally stable 
at lift coefficients below 0.17. A constant-amplitude rolling 
oscillation similar to that obtained with model 5 was encountered at 
lif~ coefficients between 0.17 and 0.20. At lift coefficients 
above 0.20 the rolling oscillations were unstable as on model 6. 
The lateral control characteristics were good over the speed 
range covered in the flight tests. 
General flight behavior.- The general flight behavior of the 
model was poor at lift coefficients below 0.20. The model rolled 
so rapidly as a result of external disturbances that it was almost 
unflyable. At lift coefficients above a value of 0.20 the model 
became unflyable because of the unstable high-frequency rolling 
oscillation. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Models 1, 2 , and 4 had very similar flying charact eris ti cs. 
Models 1 and 2 had 530 sweepback and aspect rat ios of 3 and 2, 
r espect.ively, whereas model 4 had 630 sweepback and an aSp6c t ratio 
of 2. The general flight behavior of t hese models was fairly good 
and compared favorably with that of good conventional models except 
for an unusual response of the model glide angle to elevator 
deflection. This characteristic, which i s described in detail for 
modell, was objectionable to the free-flight-t unnel pi lot although 
the models could be flown fairly easily once the trim conditions of 
airspeed and glide angle were established . NACA airplane test 
pi lo t s have expressed an opinion that this unusual response to the 
elevator control would be objectionable to the pilot of a f ull-scale 
airplane. 
The power-<>ff glide angles of these models was very steep 
(about 300 at the stall) at high 11ft coefficients because of the 
sweepback and low aspect ratio of the models. These steep power-<>ff 
glide angles, and consequent high sinking speeds, would probably 
const i t ute a major hazard. 
M:>dels 3 and. 5, which had 530 and 630 sweepback and aspec t 
ratios of 1 and 2/3, respectively, had s imi lar unsatisf actory longi -
tudinal stability and control characteris t ics which were caused by an 
excessive change in static longi tudinal s tability over the speed range. 
Models 5 to 9 had unsatisfactory flight behavior because of 
high-f requency, constant-amplitude, or unstabl e roll ing osci l lations 
at high lift coefficients. In addi t ion to the poor lat eral stability 
characteristics, models 6 to 9, which had sweepback angl es of 760 
and 830 and aspect ratios between 1 and 1/6, had static longitudinal 
i nstability at the s t all. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laborat ory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Fi eld, Va. 
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TABLE 1.- StlllllARI or ST!Bn.ITI AlID COIft'ROL CJI.lR4CTERISTICS or THE IIODEU> 
. 
.~ C~ 
Plan form or CL LoDCi tudioal Lateral fiown 1> = 00 oh&1'aOt&ri.tiOil charaot&riatlOil 
6 A,,,' Good .t .peeda oavered ln Good .t .peeda oO'V.red 1D 0.20 fillbt teet.. Foro. te.t. fi1lbt te.t •• Foroo te.t. 1 .l : :3.00 to 0.97 lndicate .tab1l1ty .t tho lndicat. good bebartor up 
.>. • 0 0.81 • tall to the .tall 
6 A : 5:30 0.15 1.00 Good av.r outire .paa4 reDp Good av.r ontire .peed rona-.l : 2.00 to .>. : 0.2 0.84 
W A : 5:30 uJlaatl.r.otory beoauH or Stab1l1ty obaraotarl.tl0. 0.21 1.35 larp obaJlp in .tauo good .t .~ oanred 111 .l • 1.00 to .tabUl ty Clftr the .pee4 fi1abt te.t.. Control .Mk ). : 0.5 0.8) rona- .10 un ooemolonta abaft O.?O 
6 A: 6)0 0.10 1.27 Good OYer 01lt1ro .pee4 ra..- Good Clftr ODtiro .peed ronp .l : 2.00 to >- : 0 1.06 
W ./1.: 6)0 0.21 U..ati.hctclry booM1M ot Good at. 11ft ooemotnta .l : 0.67 to 1.45 l&rse obaJlp in .taUo below 0.75. stead;y roU1JIc >- • 0.5 1.00 .tab1l1\y OYer tho .paa4 080111&101011 .10 1_ .poo4a. 1"&JI88 Control..u .t 11ft _m-
olont. .~ 0.75. 
~ Good .10 .pee4a OClftred ln 
h.1r .10 un ooemolnta 
fillbt tNt... Faroe te.t.. bel_ 0.32. Stead;y roll1q 
A: 76° 0.2) 1.1) ROW lnatab1l1 ty .10 tho .taU O8olllatlOIl .10 lonr .pooda. 
.l : 1.00 to Untlyablo .10 lltt ooom-
>- :1 0 0.50 olonta .bo?O 0.'0 
h.1r .10 11ft ooomo1nta 
~ Good .10 .pee4a oonred 111 below O.l!. Stoad:T roll1l1C A: 76° 0.12 1.00 fillbt tNt.. Poroe tNt. 080111AtiOll .10 l_r .pM4a. .l: 0." to .hOll' l_tab1l1t:r .10 tho .taU Untlyabl. at lltt ooem-A: 0.5 0.21 01ent. .~ 0.28 
~ Good .10 .pooda ._rod 111 h.1r .10 lltt ... nl01..ta fillbt tNt.. Poroe te.t.. bel"" O.l!. StMcl7 roU1q A .8)0 0.07 0.88 ROW 1_tabUlt7 .10 the ata1l ooolllatloll .10 1_ .pM4a. .l : 0.50 to Untlyablo .10 lltt .oem.-A .O 0.28 oloate abooft O.aI! 
~ 
Good .10 .pooda oonrod 1Ja Pow at 11ft ooemo1eata 
fillbt tNt.. F_ tNt. bel"" 0.17. UlIfi1ablo .10 
As 83° 0.12 0.69 ROW lD&tab1l1. at the .taU 11ft oootfloloak abooft 0.20 
.l: 0.17 to ~ >. = 0.5 0.20 
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(a) Model 8. 
I -
(b) Model 4. 
Figure 11. - Delta-wing models flying in the Langley free-flight tunnel. 
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Flquye 12-;TkJ stob//lfy syslem of axes. Arrows mdlcate 
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perpendIcular to fhe plone of symmetry 
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